Abstract
Philanthropy Report, in the pages of Harvard Business Review, and in a study published by the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy. This new paradigm encourages firms to play leadership roles in social change and achieve business goals. As a citizen in society, firms should search for self interest consistent with social benefit [4] . It has become a trend for firms to participate in social welfare.
Corporate citizenship (CC) has emerged as a prominent term in the management literature dealing with the social role of business. According to Carroll [5] , CC is an extension of a lineage of work in the management literature that conceptualizes the role of business in society. This lineage has, most notably, been dominated by the notion of corporate social responsibility. Carroll's [6] widely cited CSR model conceptualizes four types of responsibilities for the corporation: (1) the economic responsibility to be profitable; (2) the legal responsibility to abide by the laws of society; (3) the ethical responsibility to do what is right, just, and fair; and (4) the philanthropic responsibility to contribute to various kinds of social, educational, or cultural purposes. The strategic aspects of CSR have been further developed by means of the concept of corporate social responsiveness [7] [8] , while the debate on corporate social performance [9] [10] has focused on the outcomes of CSR. Stakeholder theory, meanwhile, has addressed the question of which groups in society corporations should be responsible to [11] [12] .
To some extent, however, these concepts have attained a wider and more enthusiastic acceptance in the academic literature than in corporate thinking and practice [13] [14] . CC, meanwhile, has been introduced into the CSR discourse in the last few years, mainly at the instigation of corporate actors. Table 1 sets out just a few of the many examples of firms currently using CC terminology.
It is evident, however, that despite the addition of the CC term to the debate surrounding the social role of business, its usage has not been consistent nor, we would suggest, particularly clear. But the definition of CC is put forward by some authoritative organizations, which offers reference for our study. Boston Institute thinks that CC is an integrated manner which is made up of corporation value, business operation, and policy. The concept of CC considers that enterprise's success has close relation to social health and welfare, so firm must take into account of the influence on all stakeholders, such as employee, customer, community, supplier, and environment. Corporate Citizenship Company also argues that the concept of CC includes four aspects: (1) firm is the primary part in society; (2) firm is one of the citizens; (3) firm has the rights and duties; (4) it is responsible for social development. Clearly, the CC is fairly more different than that is defined before [15] . The fact that firm copes with social problems and integrates into society be included, and then it is a guideline which checks firm behavior. In the same time, the concept reflects the relationship among firm, society and nation, which needs to reconstruct. Good corporate citizenship indicates that it is a new idea and business culture, which results in combination intrinsic enterprise benefit with extrinsic social demand. It proves that social welfare performance can help firm to encourage employees to work hard, improve corporate image, increase enterprise profit, and attract more investors [16] . 
The major areas of social welfare
In order to study systematically social welfare, we select six major categories of social welfare (see Figure 1 ) based on previous research and relative papers. 
Education support
Education support is the firms' top priority in China. The total amount of donation by the top-25 global companies in China amounted to 169.95 million yuan (US$21.3 million) in 2005 and the amount donated to educational causes accounted for 28% of it with 46,790,000 yuan [17] . Most of the corporate donations are centered on three areas, including the 'Project Hope' (a program to support youngsters in poverty-stricken areas), partnership with domestic universities, and scholarship.
Disaster relief
Many firms make donations, either monetary or in kind, when disasters like epidemics, earthquakes and floods strike nation. Most donations are processed through non-profit organizations (NPOs) and government organizations, such as the China Charity Foundation, the Red Cross or provincial governments and hospitals located in disaster-stricken areas in China.
Community service
Community services which firms involve in can provide necessary supports to improve local living conditions. At the same time, some firms aspire to enhance their corporate image and contribute to the local community by providing training in subjects related to their business areas.
Poverty reduction
Firms also participate in eliminating poverty by making donations and implementing education programs. In China, multinational corporations have increasingly been aiming at permanent escape instead of temporary relief from poverty. For this reason, a significant part of poverty aids was practiced in order to improve the level of education in economically underdeveloped areas so that its residents will be able to equip themselves with a better means of living.
The strategies of corporate citizenship engaging in social welfare

Simple contribution
As well known, companies donate millions of dollars through various initiatives, including philanthropy, cause-related marketing, employee volunteerism, and other innovative programs [18] . For example, Avon raised more than $200 million for breast cancer education and early detection services through the Avon Breast Cancer Awareness Crusade. Coca-Cola signed an agreement to provide $60 million and significant staff time to the Boys & Girls Clubs of America over ten years. Starbucks is the largest North American contributor to CARE, an international relief organization with programs in coffee-growing countries. Patagonia donated 1% of its sales to groups that are focused on environmental protection and restoration. Calphalon, a gourmet cookware manufacture, raised millions of dollars to feed hungry people through its sponsorship of Share Our Strength's Taste of the Nation events. Home Depot donated materials and its employees to build houses for Habitat for Humanity. These examples show that many companies engage in CSR initiatives as a corporate citizenship [19] [20] . Companies are called on to deal with various social issues, ranging from malnutrition and HIV to illiteracy and homelessness [21] . The Fortune cover story "America's Corporate Social Conscience" is about the U.S. corporate contribution more than $9 billion to the social causes in 2001 [22] , which further proves that firms involve in solving social problems.
Contribution can help firm retain old customers and attract new customers in order to build better corporate image. By this way, firm has relationship with community closely [23] . When more and more customers use the product and the service, firms need more comprehensive welfare projects to attract customers' attention and support. Thus, they can establish firm's dominance of the market [24] . If the contribution project is thought of as an important welfare, the consumers will buy the products and services more frequently.
In the days of knowledge-based economy, it is important for firm to attract and retain talents. A significant social welfare project can help firm retain excellent employees and improve morale. It is a good idea to encourage employees to take part in corporate donation, which can enhance the loyalty and the sense of belonging of them. Actually, there are some foreign firms that have built donation management group. The members in group are made up of people from all backgrounds and specialty. The group also invites staff representatives to join, who can understand the question and the demand of the community more deeply. After setting up the contribution strategy, employees will support and recognize it more easily. The loyalty and the sense of belonging of the staffs will be enhanced greatly and then they will help increase work efficiency.
Research on Corporate Citizenship Engaging in Social Welfare Activities
Xueying TIAN An authoritative corporation survey organization made a profound research for donation strategy of 463 firms in America. It drew a conclusion that a farsighted firm had a set of comprehensive contribution directions and renovated them constantly. There were many important results including promoting corporate image (75%), raising employee's spirits and encouraging employee's participation (52%), improving relationship with customer (20%), increasing the sales volume of the product (7.2%), and obtaining more media report (3.6%). As a whole, firms paid more attention to the returns from contributions which they considered as a profit-making social investment.
Topic contribution or plan of public relation
Firms participate in social welfare directly by the way of topic contribution or plan of public relation. It can enhance corporate social identity and set up enterprise reputation that have effect on firms in a board way [25] [26].
Setting up a uniform topic for corporate contribution related to enterprise's business
The new practices of corporate citizenship often involve corporate contributions which focus on the themes related to its industry. Thus, the patterns and areas of corporate contribution may be different by industrial classification. For example, energy and other extracting companies are more likely to contribute to environmental field. Automaker Ford Motor's plant in Changan established a waste management program to live up to the ISO14001 standards. Its vehicle coating process became automatically controlled to reduce pollution and maximize efficiency. The Ford plant's program also aimed to reduce the amount of waste discharge and to improve recycling efficiency. And some companies may also tie contribution to product category. Hewlett-Packard contributed computer equipment worth 15 million yuan to the Youth Business China (an organization that focuses on supporting young entrepreneurs) and made technology contributions to the YBC-HP training centers. Furthermore, some special industries often pay attention to specific groups. For example, pharmacy companies are more likely to make topic contributions connected with nurses in health maintenance organizations who make buying decisions.
Setting up the uniform contribution topic related to enterprise's business, firm can attract more attention. If the product or service is related to the topic, the strategy will be more effective [27] . When enterprise's business or community's need changes, the topic should be renewed too. The case of IBM is as follows. IBM invited community to take part in a systemic education reform plan from kindergarten to high school in 1994. The plan could make full use of technologies of IBM to train teachers by internet, distribute semesters, and evaluate students' achievement. This systemic education reform accorded highly with IBM's new image, that is, the high-tech corporation who devoted to changing social operation. It makes a great success.
Making a systematic public relation plan and publicizing the social welfare project
If firms try to gain social identity and good image, a set of public relation plans should be made firstly. Public relation plan is an effective and low-cost method. On the one hand, if the propagandistic content is related to social welfare, more reports can be received from media. Corporate social identity can be built and consumers will be impressed by corporate image [28] . This plan needs arranging in detail. Concretely, it includes periodical message, press conference, news release, firm annals, and special items reports. PR plan will be publicized comprehensively in coordination with the advertisement [29] . On the other hand, if the activity of social welfare is related to some excellent organizations, it will have an extensive effect on firm's stakeholders.
An exciting philanthropy strategy is the numerous employee volunteer programs. Volunteer program is an alternative form of corporate contribution. Allowing employees to devote time and resources to specific nonprofit and government organization, firms create community welfare and fulfill philanthropy goals as well. Many of the volunteer programs focus on education support and community service [30] . The investigation of The Conference Board showed that those businesses concerned with volunteer programs had been corporate competitive advantages through integrating knowledge resources at all levels in organization. Thus, the program is not only beneficial to corporate strategy, but also a new tool in human resource management. Volunteer program serves to attract and retain employees, and it helps to improve work skills and foster job satisfaction. It becomes another way that firm can make a profit. In fact, the cost of volunteer program is often much lower than any other method under similar conditions.
Collaboration with NPOs or government organizations
Corporations also tend to sponsor social services initiated by the government organizations or NPOs (see Table 2 ). Collaboration with government organizations adds efficiency to performing social contributions and clears interruption from provincial governments and other hindrance beforehand. It also helps form a favorable relationship with the central government. Meanwhile, firms can benefit from collaboration with NPOs because such organizations are experienced, resourceful, and portray a friendly image to a country's government and its citizens.
With the rapid development of NPOs throughout the world and the growing power of large global firms, the relationship between them will become increasingly more important in the next decade [31] . How firms interact with voluntary organizations in obtaining mutually desired goals will be the focus of the debate in this century. NPO has many kinds of aims except making a profit [32] . Its organizational ability is very weak and it needs help from other institutions, especially from corporation. Firms can support NPOs by talents, technologies, and knowledge to help them strengthen organizational ability and increase efficiency. Thus, there is a closer relation between firms and NPOs. In the long run, NPOs will promote work efficiency, enhance operation, improve ability of management and achieve missions by collaborating with corporations. Correspondingly, cooperating with NPOs by numerous ways, corporations may utilize NPOs' resource to gain added value beyond the contributions, such as improving the quality of life of the community [33] and changing company's competitive context [34] . Therefore, it is an important investment that is advantageous for corporations, NPOs, and society [35] . The returns consist of tangible and intangible benefits. Once NPOs attain good report, as partner, corporations can achieve social identity. It will add to corporation's intangible asset.
Establishment of corporation charity fund
It is the primary way of social welfare for multination group to establish corporation charity fund. It can set up a lasting and steady enterprise image and make corporation connect with business environment.
Over the years, Zentralstelle für Wohlfahrtunternehmen, Schweiz (Central Office for Charitable Organizations, Switzerland)in Switzerland, Central Bureau Fondsenwering, Niederlande (Central Office for Fundraising, Netherlands) in the Netherlands, Comité de la Charité (Committee for Charity) in France, Stiftelsen for Insamlingskontroll, Schweden (Foundation for Fundraising Controlling, Sweden) in Sweden, and DZI in Germany have achieved recognition for their certificates, which are considered a special asset in fundraising [36] .
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In recent years, corporation charity fund pays more attention to "community development plan". For example, Hongkong and Shanghai Corporation & Intel have built the institution which directed to "community development plan" in Chinese Mainland. The plan has made contributions to the community and helped decision-makers. Thus, corporation will remain competitive during the market environment in connect with society. Another typical case is National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA). NRCA has established a Hurricane Katrina roof relief fund with its charity partner Rebuilding Together, a volunteer organization that rehabs the houses of low-income, elderly and disabled homeowners. The fund will provide new roofs in the regions affected by the hurricane. All contributions will be used exclusively to fund relief efforts. NRCA and the Foundation will cover all general and administrative costs.
Conclusion
Friedman had said that the only responsibility of the company was to increase shareholder's benefit, and the other behaviors would decrease shareholder's welfare. But more and more facts demonstrate that his conclusion is behind the times and it is not appropriate enough. The social welfare performance of the company will help to gain better benefit, encourage employees to work hard, retain excellent talents, attract more investors, and enlarge firm's market.
There is no inherent contradiction between improving competitive advantage and making a sincere commitment to society [37] . As we've seen, the more closely company philanthropy is linked to its competitive advantage, the greater company will be make contributions to society. Other areas, where the company neither creates added value nor derives benefit, should appropriately be left-as Friedman asserts-to individual donors following their own charitable impulses. During the process of social welfare, philanthropy can offer firms a set of new competitive tools which evaluate the investment of resources. At the same time, it can develop more powerful ways to make world a better place.
After China joined in the World Trade Organization, the social welfare performance has been the new focus among domestic and foreign companies. But China's firms pay little attention to it. As corporate citizenships in society, China's firms lack the new style charity idea and the normative charity management, which will be the new challenge in the future. In fact, corporation is at the forefront of economic development and social reform, and any corporation's behavior will become the focus of attention. Therefore, the companies need to learn new knowledge and integrate into the new strategy by many ways. It will bring corporate competitive advantage and ensure company's development in the international market.
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